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The dependence of the {3y -correlation coefficient on the electron vIc ratio was studied for 
circularly polarized y quanta in Coso and Au198 {3 decays. It is shown that for Coso and 
energies > 150 keV the correlation coefficient is slightly smaller than -vl3c. Within the 
limits of experimental error, the coefficient for Au198 depends linearly on vic. This is in 
accordance with the interpretation of Au198 {3 decay as a Coulomb transition. 

IT is believed at present that the theory of weak 
interactions proposed by Feynman and Gell-Mann [ 1 J 
is valid, since its conclusions are confirmed in all 
the accumulated experimental material, although 
not always with sufficient accuracy. Nevertheless, 
a verification of the conclusions of this theory for 
the {3 decay of the nucleus is very important, since 
we can then obtain new information on the structure 
of nuclei and nucleons on the basis of the present 
theory. 

Studies have recently been made in which devia
tions from the predictions of the theory have been 
found; these differences have not yet been properly 
explained. Spivak et al.[ 2] showed that the longitu
dinal polarization of electrons differs from the 
value -vIc required by the theory. The authors 
suggested that this deviation is due to the influence 
of the nuclear structure, but thus far there have 
been no suggestions which would account for the 
size of these deviations. It is very probable that 
the absence of such suggestions is connected with 
the insufficiency of the experimental material; it is 
therefore important to measure more accurately 
other effects in {3 decay so as to verify various 
proposed reasons for the deviations. 

With this aim in mind, we measured the depend
ence of the {3y -correlation coefficient on v /c for 
the electron in the {3 decays of Co60 and Au198 

(circularly polarized y quanta). 
The correlation between the electron momentum 

and the circularly polarized y quanta was, as is 
known, one of the first phenomena by which the 
nonconservation of parity in {3 decay was estab
lished. A large number of experiments have been 
devoted to the measurement of this correlation in 
different nuclei. The general form of the correla-
tion is 

w (O) = 1 +TAcos e, 

where () is the angle between the directions of 
emission of the {3 electron and the y quantum, 
and T = ± 1 corresponds to the sign of the circu
larly polarized y quantum. 

The correlation coefficient A has been calcu
lated in [ 3•4]. Calculations have been made for 
both the allowed transitions and the first forbidden 
transitions. Moreover, Morita[5] calculated the 
contribution of the matrix elements of the second 
forbidden transitions in the allowed transitions. 

The existing experimental data on Co60 are 
quite contradictory. Measurements made in a 
number of experiments [s,7] showed that, in any 
case, for electron energies of ~ 150 keV, the cor
relation coefficient is - vl3c, as also follows from 
the theory. It should be mentioned, however, that 
in these experiments a broad interval of the spec
trum was separated out and the measured value of 
the correlation coefficient was then referred to the 
value of v/c averaged over the entire separated 
part of th.e spectrum. 

It is obvious that such averaged data do not 
give the actual shape of the correlation coefficient 
vs. electron velocity curve, and since the calcula
tions of the polarization efficiency of the y polar
imeter are not very accurate, possible deviations 
in the correlation coefficient dependence on vIc 
will be smoothed over as a result of the averaging. 

A number of authors [B-10] therefore carried out 
measurements in which a relatively narrow energy 
interval for the electrons was separated, so that it 
was possible to measure directly the dependence 
on the electron velocity. Such studies are very 
difficult, since the measurements of the circular 
polarization of the y quanta involve a lengthy accu-
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FIG. 1. Experimental layout. 1- Source; 2- stilbene crystal; 
3- Nai (Tl) crystal; 4 -light pipe; 5 -lead collimator; 6 -lead 
shield; 7- analyzing magnet; 8- Armco-iron shield; 9- perm
alloy shield. 

mulation of statistics in view of the small trans
mission of the polarimeter while a decrease in the 
electron counting rate strongly affects the accuracy 
of the results. 

Page et al [8], who investigated Coso, separated 
the energy with the aid of a magnetic lens. The 
authors found that the correlation coefficient was 
-% and did not depend on vic. The statistical 
accuracy of these measurements, however, was 
not great and in the electron energy region ~ 200 
keV, where the data were averaged, the results do 
not contradict the earlier measurements. 

Similar measurements were made by Steffen [ 9], 
who used a scintillation method to separate the 
electrons of given energy, and by Jager[1oJ, who 
used a magnetic lens for this purpose. The data of 
these authors do not contradict the conclusions of 
Page et al,[s] but in view of the poor statistical 
accuracy, the question as to whether there is a 
deviation in the shape of the dependence of the cor
relation coefficient on vIc remains unanswered. 

The {3 decay of Au198 has also been studied in 
a number of experiments. The decay scheme has 
been studied in detail, and it has been established 
that there is a first forbidden transition ( 2-- 2+), 
i.e., a non-unique one. 

Alikhanov, Eliseev, and Lyubimov[ 11 ] recently 
showed that the longitudinal polarization of the 
Au198 electrons in the region of ~ 145 keV differs 
from the value -vic by ~ 20%. Moreover, Spivak 
et al [ 2] found that the longitudinal polarization of 
the Au198 electrons is -0.94 vic in the 240-keV 
region. 

For non-unique first forbidden transitions the 
shape of the spectrum should be correlated to the 
value of the longitudinal polarization of the elec
trons,C3•12J and we can therefore expect deviations 
of this order of magnitude in the shape of the spec
trum in this energy region. 

Unfortunately, no studies have been made of the 
shape of the Au 198 {3 spectrum in the region 
~ 145 keV, but it follows from [ 13] that close to 
180 keV there is no deviation, to an accuracy of 

~2%, between the {3 spectrum and the allowed 
spectrum. (At 180 keV the authors observed a 
deviation of ~5.5% between the shape of the spec
trum and the allowed spectrum and attributed it to 
a superposition of the {3 spectrum with end-point 
energy 282 keV and to scattering in the source.) 
It is therefore unlikely that there is a deviation of 
~20% in the 145-keV region. 

Hence, the deviation of the value of the longitu
dinal polarization of Au198 electrons from the value 
-vIc has not yet found its proper explanation. 

As already indicated above, it is interesting to 
check how the observed deviation in the longitudinal 
polarization of the electron is correlated with the 
dependence on the velocity for other effects asso
ciated with the nonconservation of parity, in partic
ular, for the {3y correlation coefficient. Measure
ments of this correlation in Au198 have already 
been made by Steffen,C14J but the spread of the ex
perimental points on the plot of the correlation 
against vIc in his work is rather large and exceeds 
the statistical error indicated there, so that it is 
of interest to measure this dependence as accu
rately as possible. 

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

We measured the circular polarization of the 
y quanta by the method of scattering the y quanta 
forward on magnetized iron. The geometry of the 
experiment (see Fig. 1) was taken the same as in 
our previous work.[15J The mean scattering angle 
of the y quanta here was ~ 50°. 

The scattered y quanta were recorded by a 
70 x 70 mm Nal (Tl) crystal connected by a light 
pipe 100 mm long to an FEU-13 photomultiplier. 
The energy resolution for the Cs137 y line was 
~ 20%. The {3 electrons were recorded by a stil
bene crystal 4 mm thick in the case of Coso and 

FIG. 2. Block diagram of apparatus: CF- cathode follower; 
S- signal shaping; DA- distributed amplifier; A- amplifier; 
DD- differential discriminator; FCC- fast coincidence circuit; 
SEL- selection circuit; LGS -linear gating selection circuit 
CS- counting circuit; SAN- five-channel amplitude analyzer; 
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FIG. 3. Statistical distribution 
of the measurements for v/c = 0.52 
in Co60 during one hour. Point A de
notes the value of 6 determined from 
all the measurements. The ordinate 
axis gives the number of measure
ments. 

10 mm thick in the case of Au198 • The distance 
between the source and the detector was 20 mm. 
The solid angle in which the {3 electrons were re
corded was 4% of 47T. 

We paid special attention to the magnetic shield
ing of the photomultipliers. The FEU-13 photo
multiplier in the y channel was shielded by a 
double permalloy shield and a thick Armco-iron 
shield. Moreover, we used a compensation winding 
in the y channel. As a result, the influence of the 
stray magnetic field during the current reversal in 
the magnet was reduced to 0.15% of the amplitude 
in the y channel and ~ 0.05% of the amplitude in 
the {3 channel. The photomultiplier outputs were 
connected to a fast-slow coincidence circuit with a 
resolving time of 6 x 10-9 sec. 

Since for the given solid angle the counting rate 
in the {3 channel was ( 4-5) x 105 counts/sec, the 
ordinary fast-slow coincidence circuit could not be 
used. We used the method in which the pulses are 
selected from the photomultiplier dynode in the {3 
channel by the pulse from the fast coincidence cir
cuit, as described in [ts]. The selected pulse was 
applied to a five-channel amplitude analyzer and 
then to the counting circuits. A block diagram of 
the equipment is shown in Fig. 2. 

Thus, the correlation at five points of the {3 
spectrum was measured simultaneously, which 
considerably improved the relative accuracy of 
the measurements. Furthermore, the single 
counts of the {3 channel pulses were recorded in 
order to check the stability in this channel. 

The direction of magnetization was automatically 
reversed every 3.5 min. The time intervals were 
set by a quartz generator with an accuracy better 
than 10-4. Between the counting intervals, there 
was a pause of ~ 8 sec during which the direction 
of the current in the magnet was automatically re
versed. 
~counts for each magnetization direction 

were recorded by a separate group of counting 
circuits and the results of the measurements were 
recorded every hour. 

1. co6°. The Co60 source was prepared by 
electrolytic separation from a sulfuric acid solu
tion on an aluminum base 1.5 J.i.g/ em 2 whose upper 
surface was sputtered with copper ~ 10 JJ.g/cm 2 

thick_ The surface density of the source was 
,..., 0. 7 mg/ em 2• Its activity was about 250 1J. Cu. 

In the measurements of the correlation in the 
y channel, the energy interval between 450 and 
750 keV, which contained the photo-peak of the 
scattered y quanta, was separated. In the {3 
channel, four contiguous intervals between 90 and 
250 keV were separated. The background of ran
dom coincidences was 11%. 

The results of the measurements were calcu
lated in the usual form 

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer here to the different 
directions of magnetization; Rcoin and Ry are 
the counting rates for coincidences and single 
pulses of the y channel; 8(3 is a correction for the 
effect of the magnetic field in the {3 channel deter
mined for each channel of the multichannel analyzer 
(the value of this correction is less than 0.03%). 

These results were checked statistically. In 
view of the fact that the number of measurements 
was large (""' 150 recorded points), we constructed 
the statistical distribution for each channel and 
found the best fit between the Gaussian curve cor
responding to the expected statistical spread and 
the experimental histogram (see Fig. 3 ). The 
center of the curve found in this way again yields 
the same resultant value and gives additional con
fidence as to the correctness of the results. 

The results of the measurements are shown in 
Fig. 4. The straight line corresponding to the 
correlation coefficient - v /3c was plotted in ac
cordance with the calculated polarization efficiency 
of the y polarimeter, correlation geometry, and 
random coincidence background. 

FIG. 4. Results of the 
measurements of the Co60 

correlation coefficient. 
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which is an im_provement on the accuracy of 
Steffen's data.[t4] 

Within the limits of experimental error, no de
viation from a linear dependence on vIc was 

0.8 FIG. 5. Results of found. 
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the measurements of the 
Au198 correlation coef
ficient. 

As seen from Fig. 4, the results of Page et al [s] 
indicating the absence of a dependence on v/c are 
entirely incompatible with ours. As a matter of 
fact, in the low-energy region the points lie below 
the calculated line and the size of the deviation is 
four times the statistical error. We considered 
the factors which could have caused such a devia
tion. These could be a) multiple scattering of 
electrons in the source and b) multiple scattering 
in air. 

An estimate of single and multiple scattering in 
the source was made by Wegener's method,[ts] and 
the estimate of the scattering in air was made by 
the theory of Molii3re.[t7] The obtained data indi
cate that under the given conditions the correction 
for electron scattering should be no greater than 
~ 5% of the correlation value, i.e., these factors 
apparently cannot explain the shape of the corre
lation coefficient vs. v/c plot. 

2. Au198• The Au198 source was prepared by 
the sputtering of gold in vacuo on an aluminum 
base of density ~ 1 mg/cm 2 with subsequent irra
diation in a reactor. The surface density of the 
source was ~ 100 t-tg/cm 2 and its activity was be
tween 100 and 300 t-tCu. The photopeak of scattered 
y quanta was separated in the y channel measure
ments. 

An interval between 180 and 800 keV was sepa
rated from the {3 spectrum by the multichannel 
analyzer. Unfortunately, the lower-energy {3 
electrons could not be recorded, since the spec
trum in this region was greatly enriched by elec
trons scattered and reflected from the stilbene 
surface, and therefore the dependence on the ve
locity was strongly distorted. 

The results of the measurements were calcu
lated and analyzed similarly to the results for 
coso. The analyzed data are shown in Fig. 5 in 
the form of a plot of the correlation coefficient 
versus v/c. The straight line corresponds to the 
correlation coefficient 

A = + 0.47 ± 0.03, 

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The results of our measurements of the {3y 
correlation in Coso is thus in comflete disagree
ment with the data of Page et al.[s As regards the 
deviation of the correlation coefficient from - v /3c 
in the region below 150 keV, any interpretation is 
quite difficult. One can only say that the investi
gated {3 transition is strongly damped (log ft 
= 7.4), which indicates that the basic matrix ele
ment is small. As a result, the role of the matrix 
elements of the second forbiddenness increases 
strongly so that it is possible that terms dependent 
on the energy occur. In this case, one should ex
pect an anisotropy in the {3y angular correlation, 
but, as was shown by Subba Rao,[iS] there is no 
such anisotropy. Generally speaking, the absence 
of an anisotropy can be explained by a chance 
dropping out of the corresponding matrix elements. 
Accurate measurements of the Coso spectrum 
shape for the region below 100 keV have not been 
made. The longitudinal polarization of the Coso 
electrons has been measured by many authors, 
but the accuracy was not great. 

The results of the measurements on Au198 con
firm the conclusions of Steffen[14J that this transi
tion is a Coulomb or s transition, i.e., it is de
scribed by the first terms of the expansion of the 
transition matrix element in the parameter 
; = a Z/2R, where R and Z are the radius and 
charge of the nucleus, and a is the fine-structure 
constant. In view of this, the deviations of the 
longitudinal polarization from v/c observed in 
[11, 2] require separate interpretation. 

In conclusion, the authors consider it their 
pleasant duty to thank V. V. Andryukevich, V. B. 
Belyakov, and G. D. Chuklin for taking part in the 
preparation of the apparatus and measurements, 
and L. F. Saenko for performing difficult calcula
tions in connection with the statistical analysis of 
the results of the measurements. 
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